BEST PRACTICES YEAR 2018-19
Best Practices I
Title of the Practice: Celebration of Annual/ CSCA cultural function and important days

Objectives
To improve the extracurricular activities among the students

Context
Sarkaghat is a rural area and has a rich cultural Heritage, in terms of its traditions, music and
songs which are stored in the form of oral traditions. Through extracurricular activities students
can bring alive a dying culture. It also gives them the opportunity to understand their culture and
society in a better way. The celebration of the important days gives students an insight into the
inspiring life of the great personalities and to develop a sense of awareness and nationalistic
feelings.

Practice
The students have full freedom to participate in any activities of their interest. For participating
in different activities screening committee select participants from intra faculty competition.
Then these selected participants participate in inter faculty competition. The students actively
participate in the various activities like poster making, declamation, Rangoli, solo song
competition and slogan writing etc. to quench their desire for holistic growth and development.
Such activities provide a platform to the students to polish their latent talents and develop
various skills like leadership, self confidence and communication in them. The institution has
impressive records of organizing and participating in extra co curricular activities.

Evidence of Success
About 200 students participate in the various activities of the CSCA function and other students
participate in the form of active audience. Every year the institute celebrates the Annual prize
distribution function to reward the students for their success in academics, sports, NSS,NCC,
rover Rangers and Cultural Excellence. During the celebration of the important days students are
exposed to many positive skills and students enthusiastically participate in them. During these
function students, parents and eminent persons
participate actively which inculcate the
leadership qualities among the students.

ANNUAL FUNCTION 2018-2019

CSCA FUNCTION 2018-19
Every year the institution celebrates the CSCA function where students from all streams
participate actively. The students participate in various competitions. There are debate
competition, declamation competition, singing competitions, dance competition and many more
other competitions to take out the hidden talent of the students. 200 students participate in the
various activities of the CSCA function and other students participate in the form of active
audience.

Best Practice –II
Title of the practice: Inculcating Awareness and sensitivity towards
Environment among the students.

Objective: The aim of the practice is to develop eco sensitivity and environmental awareness
among the students and to conserve biodiversity through tree plantation.

Context: The institution is located 2 km away from the sub divisional headquarters. The
college, by virtue of its location, caters to youth from an agricultural background. Good
environment helps in creating good conditions for health. Survival of the animal depends on the
survival of the plants. In the ancient times also there was an emphasis on the conservation of
Environment so this tradition should be continued. Global warming is posing danger to
humanity. Keeping these in view students were encouraged for plantation of trees in the college
campus.

Practice: Different activities related to environment awareness and conservation is being
organized in the institution every year. Students carry out many activities like cleanliness of
nearby localities and rallies to spread awareness about health, cleanliness, energy conservation
and environmental protection. Plantation is normally done during the rainy season. Students of
the institution participate in the cleanliness derive. The students in the institution are not allowed
to use polythene bags and thermocol cups. Garbage is segregated into biodegradable and non bio
degradable and then disposed off. The college and girls hostel have incinerators to destroy the
used sanitary pads. Our NCC cadets and NSS volunteers leave no stone unturned to infuse the
sense of cleanliness and Environment awareness among college students and in the locality by
organizing rallies and camps.

CLEANLINESS DRIVE BY NSS AND OTHER COLLEGE STUDENTS

GLIMPS OF PLANTATION DRIVE ON VAN MAHTOSAVA

